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Executive Summary 
A basic concept of C4IIoT is to have execution environments where code and data are kept 
isolated and protected through hardware-enforced mechanisms. Such hardware mechanisms 
include environments that are traditionally thought of as TEEs, including OPTIGATM Trust, 
Intel SGX and ARM TrustZone. The isolation may use encryption and data integrity so that 
other processes cannot read or tamper with code and data. 
These hardware-enforced mechanisms are used to protect TLS key material and implement 
secure identities for the edge nodes of C4IIoT. Secure identities are crucial to maintain 
ownership and integrity of data, authenticate users and systems when interacting with other 
systems, enforce correct authorization, and provide end-to-end encryption. For the Smart 
Factory use case, C4IIoT considers the OPTIGATM family which is designed to protect the 
confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of information and/or devices. These hardware-based 
security solutions scale from basic authentication chips to sophisticated implementations. For 
the Logistics use case, C4IIoT considers low-power edge nodes based on the 3GPP NB-IoT 
low-power wide area network (LP-WAN) mobile cellular communication standard. The 3GPP 
standards define built-in security mechanisms for authentication and data encryption across all 
phases of 3GPP NB-IoT edge device connectivity. 
Another aspect of the C4IIoT platform is the AI-driven cyber-threat protection that is 
implemented at the edge, within the Behavioural Analysis and Cognitive Security component 
(BACS). In particular, BACS modules are used at the edge devices for both use cases – namely 
Smart Factory and Logistics – to enable anomaly detection, and are capable to communicate 
with the upper layers of the C4IIoT platform to enable more contextual and fine-grained 
analysis. This communication is performed via message queues, using tools that ensure the 
secure transfer of data from the edge devices to the field gateway and to the cloud layer. 
Moreover, C4IIoT includes a toolkit for detecting attacks and vulnerabilities in encrypted 
traffic.  
Finally, C4IIoT incorporates code verification techniques on the executables running on the 
edge devices. These techniques allow the static analysis of binary executables using formal 
methods and enable reverse engineering, vulnerability discovery and analysis.  
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1 Introduction 
This deliverable is the output of task T2.1 (“Provision, configuration and management of edge-
node assets”), which previously contributed to deliverable D2.1; task T2.2 (“Deep learning 
trained models deployed at the edge”) and task T2.3 (“Security-aware dynamic offloading 
decision mechanisms”), which previously contributed to deliverable D2.2. This deliverable also 
constitutes the first output of task T2.4 (“Security and trustworthiness at the edge”). 
This deliverable focus on C4IIoT’s Level-1 security mechanisms and also provides further 
details and updates regarding the technologies included in previous deliverables D2.1 and D2.2. 
In principle, Industry 4.0, with the IoT at its core, boosts automation, intelligence, and 
autonomy in smart manufacturing and supply chain environments. However, the rapidly 
increasing number of cyberattacks that focus on industrial assets, together with the increasing 
number of connected devices, make the need for strengthening cyber resilience more important 
than ever, especially among IoT devices. 
Many new hardware mechanisms for improving the security of computing systems have been 
introduced over the last years. The advantages of these rapidly emerging secure hardware 
architectures are, to name a few, their resilience to software attacks, their better efficiency in 
terms of power and execution, and their smaller interface which provides a safer environment 
to protect secrets [1]. All these benefits have enabled the implementation of a plethora of 
hardware mechanisms, which provide trusted execution environments (TEEs), support for 
memory encryption and integrity checking. 
The C4IIoT project leverages such hardware security mechanisms at the edge nodes layer. In 
particular, it uses hardware-based key storage implementations to securely store keys that are 
used by the required cryptographic methods that support data security, device trust and 
compliance requirements. These hardware solutions range from simple secure elements (as in 
the case of OPTIGATM Trust M) to more complicated Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs). They 
are used as interconnected modules to implement functional blocks for establishing and 
managing device identity (Device Trust), as well as for maintaining end-to-end data security 
and integrity (Data Trust) and interfacing with standards solutions, such as PKI products 
(Compliance). 

1.1 The Layer-1 of C4IIoT Framework 

As shown in Figure 1, the edge nodes layer includes the devices and sensors that generate the 
data that feed the whole framework. These nodes consist of standard commercially available 
IoT devices, which are based on different IIoT connectivity options, ranging from low-power 
Wi-Fi (i.e., OPTIGATM Trust M) to cellular-based solutions (i.e., NB-IoT and LoRa). Besides 
that, C4IIoT also includes custom-designed IIoT devices to support required applications within 
the (i) Smart Factory and in the (ii) Logistics use cases. 
We note that the IIoT edge devices operate autonomously. Still, the IIoT device owners have 
physical access to their proprietary IIoT devices and are able to manipulate them, whenever 
required, using the (admittedly limited) interfaces available. The IIoT devices are connected to 
field gateways which form the second layer of the C4IIoT architecture. The field gateway might 
be under the control of the device owner (for example it might be an IoT gateway as part of the 
company’s private network) or not (for example in the case of truck devices which are 
connected over a cellular network). As an intermediate layer, the field gateway acts as an 
element with increased computational power to perform security-related (e.g., anomaly 
detection) actions with significantly lower latencies than the cloud since it resides close to the 
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edge nodes. It supports both edge nodes that utilize network connectivity, as well as those based 
on cellular protocols. In the latter case, the field gateway resides in proximity of suitable mobile 
core network elements offered by mobile network operators so as to retain its proximity to the 
edge nodes without requiring any other adaptation of the proposed architecture. The role of the 
field gateway in C4IIoT is to act as a local offloading/outsourcing decision mechanism, by 
evaluating the trade-off between confidence in anomaly detection and cost of offloading to the 
cloud (high computational power, high latency), and to automatically trigger the latter when 
appropriate. This allows to run security operations (such as anomaly detection) at scale at the 
edge, closer to or on the IoT devices themselves, to reduce the attack surface by minimizing 
communication to the cloud and to reduce response times and energy consumption. 

 

Figure 1: The C4IIoT Architecture 

1.2 Hardware-enabled Security Concepts 

Overall, security is an important consideration for edge computing, as more components and 
communication channels create a greater potential for attack vectors [2]. As such, it is necessary 
to deploy mechanisms to monitor, manage and secure globally distributed systems by 
containing inevitable breaches. Specifically, for the edge computing implementations, security 
must be built-in to each device and at every level of the architecture, while computing and 
networking endpoints must be monitored and cryptographically encrypted end-to-end.  
The high-level design principles and key requirements of the hardware security mechanisms, 
which are mainly applied in the design and implementation of the edge nodes layer, are: 

• Device and data security, including authentication of devices, data confidentiality and 
data integrity. 

• Implementation and execution of security operations (i.e., behaviour analysis and 
anomaly detection) at IoT scale. 

• Security analysis and code verification mechanisms for discovering security flaws and 
vulnerabilities in IoT devices. 
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• Meeting performance requirements as per use case at the edge, and opportunistically 
offload sophisticated, computationally-intensive, operations to the cloud. 

In the next sections, we describe in detail how each of these design principles is applied in the 
C4IIoT platform. 
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2 Secure and Trustworthy Computations at the Edge 
A basic concept of C4IIoT is to have execution environments where code and data are kept 
isolated and protected through hardware-enforced mechanisms. Such hardware mechanisms 
include environments that are traditionally thought of as Trusted Execution Environments 
(TEEs), including ARM TrustZone [3], Intel SGX [4], and IFAG’s OPTIGATM Trust/TPM [5] 
[6]. The isolation may use encryption and data integrity so that other processes cannot read or 
tamper with code and data in a particular hardware secure enclave. 

2.1 OPTIGATM TPM / Trust M 

The IFAG’s OPTIGATM family of security solutions is designed for easy integration into 
embedded systems to protect the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of information and 
devices. These hardware-based security solutions scale from basic authentication chips to more 
sophisticated implementations. This family is divided in IFAG’s OPTIGATM Trust and IFAG’s 
OPTIGATM TPM [5] [6]. 

• IFAG’s OPTIGATM Trust includes turnkey chips for smaller platforms as well as 
programmable solutions, supporting individual needs in the field of embedded 
authentication and brand protection as well as a host of other security applications. 

• IFAG’s OPTIGATM TPM is a standardized security building block used in Trusted 
Computing and embedded applications. OPTIGATM TPMs serve as the basis of a robust 
implementation of IoT use cases in secured communication, device authentication, 
remote management and maintenance, in-field remote feature upgrade, and activation. 
OPTIGATM TPM is fully compliant with the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) 
Standards and ISO/IEC11889:2015. 

To ensure secure and trustworthy computations at the edge, aspects like secure booting, remote 
attestation and trusted execution are essential. Moreover, the integrity of the device needs to be 
protected in order to prevent unauthorized changes and further secure embedded devices. 
Protecting the boot process of the device is a key factor here. Secure boot blocks unauthorized 
booting of computing devices and stops compromised devices from exchanging data over the 
network. To achieve this, the bootloader is enhanced to securely store and verify relevant 
system metrics directly on the TPM with the chip’s platform configuration registers (PCR). 
These PCRs include platform metrics like boot configurations and state transitions, and are 
further extended by hashes of environment variables, console input and the kernel image. The 
verification only succeeds if these extended PCRs conform with the trusted PCRs values, thus 
certifying the platform’s integrity and a correct system state. 

Secure Booting 
The secure boot process involves measuring different parts of the device itself, such as 
computing the hash value of specific entities, e.g., the bootloader, certain regions of the system 
memory, etc. Once this is done, the measurements are further extended into one of the TPM 
PCRs. The state of these PCRs is used to check the integrity of the system: if the value is not 
correct, the boot process stops. Figure 2 shows an excerpt from the Raspberry Pi boot process 
when several software parts are blocked and they must be unblocked in order to be used later. 
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Figure 2: Secure boot process output 

 

Remote Attestation 
The principal goal of trusted computing is to provide reliable evidence about the state of the 
software that executes on a system. Remote attestation is a mechanism that allows software to 
prove its identity. The goal of attestation is to prove to a remote party that the operating system 
and the application software are both intact and trustworthy. The attestation protocol can be run 
bidirectionally to allow mutual authentication. A more complex protocol might provide the 
verifier with evidence of the whole software stack including the firmware, OS, and applications. 
In many cases, the result of an attestation protocol depends on a complicated mixture of facts 
that the appraiser can check either directly, such as cryptographic signatures, or indirectly. 
Indeed, the importance of the secure elements lies exactly here. Trusted Platform Modules 
(TPMs) are secure elements on a platform’s board. Information, such as measurements of the 
platform’s software state, may be placed into the TPM’s Platform Configuration Registers 
(PCRs). A TPM thus provides cryptographically signed evidence of facts about the state of the 
platform to which it is attached. The TPM that resides on the target device may be considered 
a principal component in an attestation protocol. This ensures that the software implemented 
on the embedded platforms is reliable and has not been maliciously manipulated or tampered. 
Figure 3 shows how the remote attestation protocol works: the verifier, who previously has the 
PCRs valid state of the attester, sends a challenge with a nonce, which results in a query to the 
TPM. The TPM is in charge to sign this query and send back to the verifier in order to check if 
the value of this signature is correct or not. If it is correct the software running in the attester 
has not been modified. 
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Figure 3: Remote attestation protocol 

 

End-to-end Security 
Trusted execution environments aim at increasing the security and the trust in the Operating 
System and the supportive peripheral modules as well as embedded Operating Systems, like 
RTOSs. This begins at the lowest level of the platform, with the controlled loading of an 
operating system and progresses level by level. The procedure is verified after each level by 
using data integrity measurements: if successful, a correctly OS has been loaded in which the 
functions and different parts of the system can be verified at run time. Kernel element of this 
layered verification process will be based on a hardware root of trust, in other words, on a TPM. 
As a conclusion, OPTIGATM TPM and Trust M offer a wide range of applications within 
safeguarding the safety and reliability of the edge nodes. 

2.2 Intel SGX 

Intel SGX [4] is a technology for application developers who aim to protect selected code and 
data from disclosure attacks or modifications. Intel SGX makes such protections possible 
through the use of enclaves, which are trusted execution environments for applications. Enclave 
code and data reside in enclave page cache (EPC), which is a region of protected physical 
memory. Both enclave code and data are guarded by CPU access controls, and are also cache-
resident. Every time the data are moved to DRAM, they are encrypted via an extra on-chip 
memory encryption engine (MEE), at the granularity of cache lines. For Intel Skylake CPUs 
[6], the EPC size is between 64 MB and 128 MB and SGX provides a paging mechanism for 
swapping pages between the EPC and untrusted DRAM.  
Enclave memory is also protected against memory modifications and rollbacks, using integrity 
checking. Non-enclave code cannot access enclave memory; however, enclave code can access 
untrusted DRAM outside the EPC directly. It is the responsibility of the enclave code, however, 
to verify the integrity of all untrusted data. Application code can be put into an enclave by 
special instructions and software made available to developers via the Intel SGX SDK. The 
Intel SGX SDK is a collection of APIs, libraries, documentation, sample source code, and tools 
that allows software developers to create and debug Intel SGX enabled applications in C and 
C++ and is targeted for x86 64 computer systems. 
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2.3 ARM TrustZone 

ARM TrustZone [3] is built on the foundation that the security of a system is achieved by 
partitioning all of the system’s hardware and software resources in two worlds: the secure world 
for the security subsystem and the normal world for everything else. At the hardware level, 
TrustZone-enabled devices include logic that ensures that no secure world resources can be 
accessed by the normal world components while architecture extensions in the ARM cores 
allow the concurrent execution (in a time-sliced fashion) of normal and secure world 
applications. Typically, the normal world hosts a Rich OS, like Android or Linux, along with 
different applications and services. The secure world contains a much more restricted secure 
operating system that provides a Trusted Execution Environment. Trusty [8] is one such 
environment that is also free and open source and also part of the Android Open Source Project 
(AOSP) [9]. 
Trusty boots as part of a chain of trust or a secure boot sequence. It creates two environments 
in the device with different security modes: a Non-Secure Environment (NSE) for running 
software components in non-secure mode (i.e. the aforementioned normal world) and a Trusted 
Execution Environment (TEE) that provides trusted operations and runs in secure mode 
enforced by hardware (secure world). Trusty runs in the secure world environment. The normal 
world OS and Trusty software operate in a client-server relationship, with Trusty as the server. 
All secure operations are initiated by a client application running in the non-secure 
environment. A trusted application, running in the secure world, never initiates contact with the 
non-secure environment.  
Any client application that needs to perform secure operations have to send a request to a trusted 
application by calling appropriate functions of the Trusty client application library. It routes the 
request to the Trusty Linux Kernel Driver and then to the ARM Trusted Firmware. Finally, the 
Trusty Kernel receives the request, determines which Trusted Application is responsible to 
handle it and passes control to that specific Trusted Application to handle the operation. Once 
completed, the reverse path is used to return the outcome of the operation to the calling client 
application. 
A Trusted Application is defined as a collection of binary files (executables and resource files), 
a binary manifest, and a cryptographic signature. At runtime, Trusted applications run as 
isolated processes in unprivileged mode under the Trusty kernel. Each process runs in its own 
virtual memory sandbox utilizing the memory management unit capabilities of the TEE 
processor. All Trusted applications share the same priority. It must be noted that Trusted 
Applications are developed and packaged with the Trusty Kernel image and a combined build 
is performed. As such the entire image is signed and verified by the bootloader during boot.  

2.4 Analysis 

We now compare the three trusted execution environments (namely ARM TrustZone, Intel 
SGX, and OPTIGATM TPM / Trust M) according to the different characteristics and properties 
they have. Table 1 presents an analytical overview according to the main requirements of the 
C4IIoT use cases, namely secure boot, integrity checking, remote attestation, and the execution 
model offered (e.g., secure OS, per-process enclaves, or secure element). As we can see, 
OPTIGATM provides full support for all properties. In Section 3 we show how we utilize them 
to implement functional blocks for establishing and managing device identity, maintaining end-
to-end data security and integrity. 
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Table 1: Analysis of the properties offered by the different TEE environments 

 Secure 
Boot 

Integrity 
Checks 

Remote 
Attestation 

Trusted 
Execution 

ARM TrustZone Yes Yes No Secure world 

Intel SGX No Yes Yes Secure enclaves 

OPTIGATM Trust M Yes Yes Yes Secure element 
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3 Secure Identities  
In this section we describe the hardware security modules that are used to protect TLS key 
material and implement secure identities for the edge nodes of the C4IIoT platform. Secure 
identities are crucial to maintain ownership and integrity of data, authenticate users and systems 
when interacting with other systems, enforce correct authorization, and provide end-to-end 
encryption. 
For the Smart Factory use case, C4IIoT considers the OPTIGATM family which is designed to 
protect the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of information and/or devices. These 
hardware-based security solutions scale from basic authentication chips to more sophisticated 
implementations. For the Logistics use case, C4IIoT considers low-power edge nodes based on 
the 3GPP NB-IoT low-power wide area network (LP-WAN) mobile cellular communication 
standard. The 3GPP standards define built-in security mechanisms for authentication and data 
encryption across all phases of 3GPP NB-IoT edge device connectivity. Finally, C4IIoT offers 
one more prototype approach (alternative to the previous two), for securing and attesting 
communications that is based on Intel SGX. Even though Intel SGX is not popular in current 
IoT devices, we speculate that it might become in the future, since it can provide a remote 
attestation mechanism, allowing the communicating parties to verify their identity as well as to 
prove that code is executed securely on hardware-assisted software enclaves. 

3.1 Providing an Anchor of Trust with OPTIGATM Trust M 

OPTIGATM family offers both device and user authentication. In essence, authentication is the 
process of identifying users, computers, devices and machines in networks, restricting access 
to authorized persons and non-manipulated devices. Hardware-based security can support 
authentication by providing secured storage for a device’s credentials (cryptographic keys). 
These credentials are typically stored by software; with the use of the OPTIGATM Trust M in 
the edge nodes, either in the Smart Factory use case or in the Logistics use case, the 
confidentiality of this data can be protected by encrypting it and storing it in a secured location. 
The challenge lies in securely storing cryptographic keys. Data can be easily decrypted if an 
attacker manages to read out the keys. In this case, using OPTIGATM Trust M or OPTIGATM 
TPM the attacker cannot extract these keys once they are securely created within these devices. 
Side channel attacks can also be avoided since the TPM acts as a black box in the sense that 
there is no leakage of information from the secure element which can serve to reverse engineer 
and break the encryption algorithms, which would lead to the reading of critical data stored. 
Figure 4 shows the OPTIGATM Trust M architecture. This architecture consists of Arbitrary 
Data Objects where the application can store up to 4.5 kB of data into the Trust M. The data 
could be additional Trust Anchors, certificates and shared secret. The monotonic counters block 
provides four monotonic counting data objects, these can be used as general-purpose counter 
or as linked counter to other objects. Up to four X.509 certificates can be stored in the chip. 
These certificates are then used in the Hyperledger Fabric in order to authenticate each edge 
node with the network. Regarding the keys, it can be possible to store up to four key-pairs of 
Elliptic cryptographic curves (ECC), up to two RSA keys and one AES key. There are three 
slots of Trust Anchors for mutual authentication, for example for TLS, and firmware updates. 
Finally, OPTIGATM Trust M provides cryptographic functions that can be invoked via the host. 
All these blocks can be used from the microcontroller, which is attached to the OPTIGATM 
Trust M. 
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Figure 4: OPTIGATM Trust M architecture 

 
Furthermore, these blocks (Trust Anchors, keys blocks) are used in order to establish a secure 
communication between devices, e.g. between the edge nodes and the field gateway. Secure 
communication using TLS, for instance, need to store the certificates in the secure element. 
Indeed, the creation of this kind of certificates needs previously a Certificate Signing Request 
(CSR), this request is done using the keys stored in the Trust M, the generation of this keys is 
also done in the secure element using a Trusted Random Number Generator which provides 
high entropy values for the key generation. Furthermore, the algorithm used in the generation 
must be standard and compatibles with the applications, which need to interact with the keys, 
stored in the secure element. For instance, keys generated by NIST-P curve are compatible with 
Hyperledger Fabric which is the blockchain network using in C4IIoT framework. In the other 
hand, Trust M offers a set of cryptographic operations, which are used in the different 
operations which are related with cryptographic stuff like to encrypt or decrypt data. For this, 
it exits an API in order to perform these functionalities, for example create ECC key pair, sign, 
verify, encrypt, decrypt, create RSA key pair, create a random number or do a hash [10]. 
In summary, to protect communication against eavesdropping and message falsification, for 
instance, this communication must be secured between systems or devices using the secure 
elements. OPTIGATM family enables secured communications by storing the keys and 
certificates used in communication protocols as well as supporting cryptographic operations. 

3.2 Securing Communication Channels in Mobile Operator Networks 

The 3GPP NB-IoT and LTE-M are secure by design LP-WAN communication technologies. 
In addition, they operate in a licenced spectrum, as they are part of mobile cellular 3GPP 
standards. In order to authenticate and access the network, edge devices possess Subscriber 
Identity Module (SIM) that provision and store digital certificates and credentials. 

The necessary secure communication channels (within the mobile operator network) are 
established using encrypted data channels, while security over external networks is usually 
established using virtual private networks (VPNs). Besides that, mobile operators usually use 
secure and private access point names (APNs) in order to keep NB-IoT data flows isolated from 
other traffic. 

After the authentication and key exchange procedures, a secure communication channel is 
initiated through Access Stratum (AS, between the UE and the LTE base station, eNodeB) and 
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Non-Access Stratum (NAS, between the UE and the Core Network) signalling. First of all, 
mutual authentication between the UE (User Equipment) and the mobile operator network is 
performed, which is in this case LTE on radio access part. Authentication is performed between 
the UE and the HSS (Home Subscriber Server), through integrated AuC (Authentication 
Center) that is located within the mobile operator’s core network, and it is done in the way that 
both parties prove that they have access to the secret key. This permanent key is stored on the 
SIM card (Subscriber Identity Module) and in the HSS/AuC, and is not exchanged over the air. 
Instead, it is used to generate other encryption keys, that are used for ciphering and data integrity 
protection of user data and signalling messages (both AS and NAS). This procedure is called 
AKA (Authentication and Key Exchange). Every time the UE transmits data and changes into 
a connected state to, it selects a new AS security key. Following the AS security setup, three 
different keys are used (integrity, RRC and user plane encryption keys) for data/signalling 
encryption over radio bearers. 

The data transport between LTE network elements is performed using the Internet Protocol 
(IP). In LTE Security technology, transport security is related to minimizing threats to the IP 
data transmission between eNB and EPC. Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) provides 
confidentiality and integrity protection for the traffic between eNB and EPC. IPSec operates at 
layer 3 (network layer) of the OSI model. IPsec provides three essential security functions: 

• confidentiality through the use of encryption 
• integrity protection through the use of checksums 
• peer authentication 

These functions are performed by creating a dedicated VPN tunnel to carry the traffic between 
the eNB and security gateway. All these procedures are defined in details by 3GPP.  

NB-IoT communication within a mobile operator network is managed, meaning that specific 
SIMs are only allocated specific services using private APN and firewall rules, allowing only 
communications with a whitelist of IP address. In other words, NB-IoT devices are allowed to 
communicate only with designated servers, thus protecting NB-IoT devices of exposure. 
Besides usual AS/NAS data channels, NB-IoT user data may be delivered through the network 
via MME signalling. This is typically used for transmission of UDP packets. In case of Non-IP 
data delivery, data is sent without using protocols within IP stack. 

 

 
Figure 5: The 3GPP NB-IoT network security architecture 
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3.3 An Alternative Approach: Secure and Attested Communications using 
Intel SGX 

As described in Section 2.2, Intel SGX provides a remote attestation mechanism, allowing the 
communicating parties to verify their identity while proving that code is executed on hardware-
assisted software enclaves. Many approaches try to ensure code and data integrity, as well as 
enforce channel encryption schemes such as TLS, however, these techniques are not enough to 
achieve complete isolation and secure communications without hardware assistance or are not 
efficient in terms of performance.  
In the context of C4IIoT, we have designed an attestation protocol that can provide a secure 
communication channel establishment for SGX-enabled applications, where at least one of the 
communicating ends may reside on a potentially untrusted remote location. For this purpose, 
we build our system based on Intel’s Remote Attestation process in order to enable secure key 
exchange and authorization of the communicating ends. Our system exposes a simple API with 
which, two communicating entities can verify and attest each other, identifying if signed SGX-
enclaves are used at both ends – running with hardware support, and create an SGX-to-SGX 
encrypted communication channel. Moreover, we implement a caching system for SGX 
Remote Attestation responses which greatly reduces the latency of new connections and 
benefits applications that require multiple short-term connections. Our approach allows the 
parties to attest one another before each communication attempt, with improved performance 
when compared to a standard TLS handshake. 

Protocol design 
We assume a set of client nodes that may be distributed over different area networks or even 
different geographical areas. These nodes are connected over a public, not necessarily trusted, 
network, over which they can transmit and exchange data. We also assume that the client nodes 
may be compromised by a powerful adversary with full- privileged access or even access to the 
physical hardware, except the CPU, that is further equipped with SGX (or equivalent 
technology). The TCB includes all the enclaves that run within SGX, as well as the Service 
Provider, which acts as a directory server responsible for resource and users discovery, and the 
Intel SGX Attestation Service (IAS) that verifies that the SGX hardware is genuine; any other 
components, such as the host application and the underlying OS are not. The entities that are 
part of our TCB are the Intel SGX enclaves that can run in each client (excluding the container 
application and the hosting OS), the Service Provider and the IAS. 
Overall, our primary aim is to defend against adversaries that can: (a) control and tamper 
applications and the clients’ operating system, (b) observe and tamper data transmitted over the 
network channel, (c) conduct man-in-the-middle attacks between either a client and the SP or 
between two client enclaves, and, (d) perform replay attacks that utilize information from 
previous sessions. 
We note that our threat model excludes Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks on enclaves since the 
life cycle of the process containing the enclave can be controlled by a malicious operating 
system or super-user. While adversaries can prevent or abort the execution of enclaves, they 
are not able to obtain any valuable information by doing so. Furthermore, side-channel attacks 
that exploit page faults or timing information are excluded from this work, even though we 
assume a small and well audited TCB. Finally, we assume that the design and implementation 
of the Intel SGX framework are free of vulnerabilities. 
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Figure 6: Attestation Protocol ant key establishment using Intel SGX 

 

Attestation Protocol 
In this section, we present our protocol in detail, describing the messages exchanged between 
two clients, namely Alice and Bob. In our setup, we assume that Alice wants to initiate the 
communication. A graphical representation of the message flow and the actions performed by 
the two parties is depicted in Figure 6. More details can be found at [11]. 
After completing the aforementioned steps, the enclave-to-enclave channel between the two 
clients is established and Alice can communicate securely with Bob. The shared secret is used 
to guarantee the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity between the two enclaves and is never 
exposed outside of the SGX environment. The protocol follows a serial approach and we leave 
its parallelization as part of our future work. Additionally, in our model we assume that Alice 
does not know how to directly communicate with Bob and that Bob does not trust anyone that 
has not been verified by the Service Provider. Even though this introduces a level of 
centralization, we note that the Service Provider does not have to be a single point of failure as 
many instances can coexist. The remote party acts mostly as a policy enforcing entity and 
coordinator between communications. As part of our future work, we aim to explore an 
alternative protocol where we completely remove the Service Provider and allow the enclaves 
to make their own decisions for the various trust policies. 

Attestation Caching 
The remote attestation procedure, as shown in Figure 6, consists of multiple stages across 
different entities and, as a consequence, may require a significant amount of time to complete. 
These times are accumulated in cases where applications require to communicate with multiple 
enclaves at the same time, since they would have to attest to the Service Provider for each 
individual session. To make matters worse, the overhead of session establishment becomes 
even more notable for short-term sessions, in which the time required for the initiation of the 
session can be significantly larger than the overall communication itself. 
In order to reduce the remote attestation overheads, we extend our basic protocol that is shown 
in Figure 6, by further introducing a cache layer mechanism at the Service Provider. The 
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Vill [15] and others [11] have thoroughly described this
remote attestation process.

4) If the attestation is successful, the Service Provider chal-
lenges Bob.

5) Bob performs the same attestation process as Alice.
6) If the attestation is successful, the Service Provider noti-

fies Bob that Alice wants to communicate with him. Then,
the Service Provider generates a shared secret for the
establishment of the secure enclave-to-enclave encrypted
channel between the two clients. For each client, the
secret is distributed via a secure channel that has its
client-side endpoint within the enclave and has been
established during the IAS attestation step.

After completing the aforementioned steps, the enclave-to-
enclave channel between the two clients is established and
Alice can communicate securely with Bob. The shared secret is
used to guarantee the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity
between the two enclaves and is never exposed outside of the
SGX environment.

The protocol follows a serial approach and we leave its
parallelization as part of our future work. Additionally, in our
model we assume that Alice does not know how to directly
communicate with Bob and that Bob does not trust anyone that
has not been verified by the Service Provider. This introduces
a level of centralization which we discuss in Section VII-A.

C. Attestation Caching

The remote attestation procedure, as shown in Figure 2,
consists of multiple stages across different entities and, as
a consequence, it may require a significant amount of time
to complete. These times are accumulated in cases where

Fig. 3: Attestation protocol with response caching

applications require to communicate with multiple enclaves at
the same time, since they would have to attest to the Service
Provider for each individual session. To make matters worse,
the overhead of session establishment becomes even more
notable for short-term sessions, in which the time required
for the initiation of the session can be significantly larger than
the overall communication itself.

In order to reduce the remote attestation overheads, we
extend our basic protocol that has been described in Sec-
tion IV-B, by further introducing a cache layer mechanism
at the Service Provider. The mechanism is responsible for
caching the remote attestation results that are produced by
IAS, aiming to increase the protocol’s performance. Our
approach also allows the fine-tuning of the caching period,
based on the security requirements of the enclave that the
Service Provider is attesting. During protocol initiation, the
enclaves inform the Service Provider about their intent to use
cached attestation results. However, the Service Provider is the
final arbiter of whether or not a full remote attestation should
take place.

We implement two caching approaches:
1. TTL-based ephemeral session keys. In this approach,

the Service Provider and the client enclaves store the session
keys in memory for future use. This is a safe operation since
the enclave’s memory is encrypted, checked for integrity viola-
tions and is also inaccessible from the untrusted environment.
The Service Provider can define a Time-To-Live (TTL) for
which the keys are assumed to be valid before requiring the
client enclave to perform a complete remote attestation again.
In each attestation attempt, the Service Provider challenges the
enclave with a nonce and expects the correct HMAC value
as a response.
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mechanism is responsible for caching the remote attestation results that are produced by IAS, 
aiming to increase the protocol’s performance. Our approach also allows the fine-tuning of the 
caching period, based on the security requirements of the enclave that the Service Provider is 
attesting. During protocol initiation, the enclaves inform the Service Provider about their intent 
to use cached attestation results. However, the Service Provider is the final arbiter of whether 
or not a full remote attestation should take place. 
We implement two caching approaches: 

1. TTL-based ephemeral session keys. In this approach, the Service Provider and the 
client enclaves store the session keys in memory for future use. This is a safe operation 
since the enclave’s memory is encrypted, checked for integrity violations and is also 
inaccessible from the untrusted environment. The Service Provider can define a Time-
To-Live (TTL) for which the keys are assumed to be valid before requiring the client 
enclave to perform a complete remote attestation again. In each attestation attempt, the 
Service Provider challenges the enclave with a nonce and expects the correct HMAC 
value as a response. 

2. Session key hashes. During the first protocol instantiation with the client enclaves, the 
Service Provider uses a secure hash function H	to store the hash value of a session key, 
H(KEYSK), as opposed to storing actual keys in the previous approach. Afterwards, each 
time the client’s enclave attests to the service provider, the Service Provider issues a 
nonce	to the enclave and expects it to respond with the correct H(H(KEY	SK)||nonce)	
value. This method is similar to remote user authentication using passwords1 but since 
the keys are ephemeral there is no need for salt. The stored hash values can be associated 
with a TTL field or a fixed number of maximum N	sessions to be initiated using the 
same ephemeral key.  

Both approaches can be applied by the Service Provider, meaning that different enclaves that 
attest to the Service Provider can follow different approaches. Additionally, for the 
implementation of the caching mechanism, the Service Provider can decide on which key will 
be used as caching key. This can be achieved in two different ways: 

a) Enclave session key caching. The service provider uses as caching key the session 
key established with the attested enclave during the remote attestation with the IAS 
in order to implement caching for that particular enclave. 

b) Enclave-to-Enclave channel shared secret caching. The service provider uses as 
caching key the shared secret generated by the Service Provider during the 
establishment of the secure communication channel between the two enclaves in 
order to implement caching for that pair of enclaves. 

It is important to note that the Service Provider can force the enclaves to perform a complete 
remote attestation at any protocol instance or even opt-out of caching depending on the security 
requirements and access control policies of the enclaves. Furthermore, when attestation caching 
is used, the IAS is not involved. This reduces the privacy footprint of an enclave regarding how 
frequently it attests to Intel. A graphical representation of the protocol using remote attestation 
caching, using Session key hashes and Enclave-to-Enclave channel shared secret caching, is 
presented in Figure 7.  

                                                
1 W.	Stallings,	L.	Brown,	M.	D.	Bauer,	and	A.	K.	Bhattacharjee,	Computer	security:	principles	and	practice,	2012. 
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model we assume that Alice does not know how to directly
communicate with Bob and that Bob does not trust anyone that
has not been verified by the Service Provider. This introduces
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applications require to communicate with multiple enclaves at
the same time, since they would have to attest to the Service
Provider for each individual session. To make matters worse,
the overhead of session establishment becomes even more
notable for short-term sessions, in which the time required
for the initiation of the session can be significantly larger than
the overall communication itself.

In order to reduce the remote attestation overheads, we
extend our basic protocol that has been described in Sec-
tion IV-B, by further introducing a cache layer mechanism
at the Service Provider. The mechanism is responsible for
caching the remote attestation results that are produced by
IAS, aiming to increase the protocol’s performance. Our
approach also allows the fine-tuning of the caching period,
based on the security requirements of the enclave that the
Service Provider is attesting. During protocol initiation, the
enclaves inform the Service Provider about their intent to use
cached attestation results. However, the Service Provider is the
final arbiter of whether or not a full remote attestation should
take place.

We implement two caching approaches:
1. TTL-based ephemeral session keys. In this approach,

the Service Provider and the client enclaves store the session
keys in memory for future use. This is a safe operation since
the enclave’s memory is encrypted, checked for integrity viola-
tions and is also inaccessible from the untrusted environment.
The Service Provider can define a Time-To-Live (TTL) for
which the keys are assumed to be valid before requiring the
client enclave to perform a complete remote attestation again.
In each attestation attempt, the Service Provider challenges the
enclave with a nonce and expects the correct HMAC value
as a response.
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4 Monitoring of Anomalous Events and Malicious Behaviour 
In this chapter we cover the AI-driven cyber-detection that is implemented at the edge, within 
the Behavioural Analysis and Cognitive Security component (BACS). In particular, we present 
the usage of BACS modules for both use cases – namely Smart Factory and Logistics, together 
with the description of the communications between the edge and upper layers of the 
architecture. We also describe options for detecting attacks and vulnerabilities in encrypted 
traffic and the tools used for this purpose. We conclude the chapter with the description of 
message queue security – i.e., tools used for secure transfer of data from the edge devices to the 
field gateway and to cloud layer. 

4.1 AI-driven protection at the Edge 

Artificial intelligence driven protection at the edge within the C4IIoT project is implemented 
within the Behavioural Analysis and Cognitive Security component (BACS). It is a software 
component offering anomaly detection in IIoT sensory data and network traffic flows based on 
machine learning and deep learning algorithms. BACS includes unsupervised and supervised 
machine learning schemes and packages stretching through all three layers of C4IIoT 
architecture – namely edge, field gateway and cloud. In this deliverable we focus on BACS 
modules for C4IIoT edge nodes, while a more a detailed description of BACS describing all 
layers can be found in Deliverable D1.3 [12]. 
In C4IIoT, AI-driven protection is divided and adapted into two use cases – the Smart Factory 
and the Logistics. The Logistics use case implies the usage of microcontrollers - battery 
powered devices with low memory capacity and low processing power. They use NB-IoT (see 
Section 3.2) to communicate with the field gateway layer. On the other hand, in the Smart 
Factory use case, we use single board computers (like Raspberry Pi, etc.), attached to factory 
devices. These devices have much larger memory capacity and processing power. They 
communicate with field gateway layer using Wi-Fi or wired connection. 
BACS modules for unsupervised anomaly detection are based on autoencoders – a type of 
neural networks well suited for anomaly detection and outlier detection tasks. Logistics use 
case sees usage of lightweight pretrained autoencoders with just one hidden layer. In factory 
use case, we use both standalone and federated autoencoders. A standalone autoencoder is 
trained locally at the edge node using only local data collected at the node. Federated learning 
schemes include collective training of autoencoders. In this setting, a family of homogeneous 
IoT devices collectively trains an anomaly detection model without exchanging locally 
collected data points or sending them to a central location, meaning that the model is trained on 
data partitioned across a cluster of edge nodes. 

Communication between edge devices and field gateway 
Both in Smart Factory and Logistics, machine learning algorithms are implemented across all 
layers. The machine learning methods that perform detection of complex anomalous and 
malicious behaviour are typically based on anomaly detection, in which a behavioural model of 
a device is used to detect when the device's behaviour deviates. The main drawback of such 
misuse-detection approaches is that they are unable to detect new, previously unseen attacks. 
Both use cases require a mechanism that transports data from the edge to the field gateway in a 
fast and reliable way. Towards this direction, one of the key mechanisms to provide data 
protection close to the edge devices is a trustworthy way of transferring data between the 
connected devices in the Smart Factory and components of the field gateway; This will be 
accomplished with the deployment of the envisioned Data Fusion Bus (see also Deliverable 
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D4.1 [13]). The streams of data from the devices are transferred through topics of Apache Kafka 
which are part of the data fusion bus (DFB). In order for any device to be able to write its data 
to the appropriate topics, authentication and authorization is required, which can be achieved 
using certificates or credentials. The use of certificates for authentication ensures that data 
transfer between the device and the Apache Kafka topic is encrypted, thus making it more 
secure, and also preventing unauthorized devices from sending data within C4IIoT framework. 
Additionally, by using authorization per topic for read and write permissions, each device can 
only write data for the topics for which it has been authorized, and these permissions can be 
revoked if required for security reasons.  

Smart Factory Use Case 
BACS autoencoders for the edge nodes within Smart Factory are implemented in Python using 
the Tensorflow2 library. Standalone autoencoder implementation trains the model by 
minimizing the mean square error using the Adam method – a stochastic first-order gradient-
based method. Federated learning autoencoders, also implemented using TensorFlow2, brings 
faster training times and privacy preservation. BACS includes two schemes of collective 
training - federated learning. In incremental learning scheme, a federated learning client 
downloads the global model from a federated learning server (running on the field gateway), 
updates it with its local data points and sends the updated model back to the federated learning 
server. The model is locked while it is being updated by a client, i.e. other clients wanting to 
update the model wait for the currently connected client to finish with its update. The first 
connected client initializes the model. In the concurrent scheme, the federated learning server 
knows in advance all federated learning clients and waits for all of them to connect. In the first 
round (epoch) all clients train individual models on local data and send the trained models to 
the server. The server averages received models (by averaging weights of links in neural 
networks having the same structure) and sends the averaged model back to all clients for the 
next learning round. The process is repeated for an arbitrary number of learning rounds.      

Logistics 4.0 Use Case 
Microcontrollers used at the edge of the Logistics use case are low powered narrowband IoT 
(NB-IoT) devices. In this case BACS implements routines performing anomaly detection for a 
given data point on a pretrained model with lightweight autoencoders. They are lightweight in 
the sense that those autoencoders have exactly one hidden layer. Since this model is executed 
on devices with low processing power, small capacity of memory and without operating system, 
the Python-based implementation of the Smart Factory use case could not be used. Instead, the 
implementation is done in C without using any external libraries and it is integrated in the 
firmware of C4IIoT NB-IoT devices - microcontrollers. The training of the lightweight BACS 
autoencoders is performed offline using a Python class which simply trains a model with a 
predefined structure and exports obtained link weights and data normalization parameters to 
textual files instead of saving them as a TensorFlow model.  

4.2 Analysis of Encrypted Traffic 

Detecting attacks and vulnerabilities in encrypted traffic remains a great challenge to this day. 
The traffic analysis module detects attacks on network traffic based on signatures. In the 
training stage, publicly available datasets of malicious traffic will be used and attacks will be 
conducted inside the network traffic in order to produce malicious signatures. The captured 
network traffic will be broken into flows and the sequences of packet payload lengths which 
remain constant in multiple variations of the same attack will be turned into signatures. The 
creation of these custom signatures first of all relies on collecting network traffic of attack tools 
and malware which target or use the TLS protocol. After collecting enough packets of certain 
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actions of these malicious tools and malware, we try to fingerprint and then recognise their 
behaviour in live traffic. The generation of these signatures is based in the detection of specific 
patterns or sequences of packet lengths which remain constant when these tools are used. These 
signatures will then be used to detect future attacks inside the network traffic. In addition, the 
anomalies reported by the BACS module will also be added to the database of malicious 
signatures. Alerts of attacks will be forwarded to the corresponding modules (i.e., SOC). 
Moreover, we also use CISCO’s Joy [14] at the edge devices, in order to classify the network 
traffic into flows and also capture the TLS handshakes with all relevant data included, such as 
the selected cipher suite, the server’s certificate and the public key length. With this information 
we can detect weak versions of TLS protocols and TLS downgrade attacks, such as FREAK 
[15] or POODLE [16] or other vulnerabilities like Heartbleed [17]. In addition, it can detect if 
a software is using an old and deprecated method which is vulnerable to being cracked by 
malicious actors. Even if all of the C4IIoT modules and IIoT devices are forced to use secure 
protocols (i.e., TLS v1.3), misconfigurations due to human errors or insider threat remain. For 
instance, an employee could willingly or by mistake install software or a device which uses an 
older or deprecated TLS version. In addition, if an employee brings a device which does not 
follow the company’s BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) security policy which might be 
infected or use weak encryption. 
 

 
Figure 8: An example of Kafka consumer 

4.3 Message Queue Security 

Most of the techniques based on cryptography to ensure authenticity of IoT traffic are not able 
to protect against all the major attacks. The C4IIOT cybersecurity framework will be built upon 
techniques and methodologies to enable strong authentication and authorization models. The 
provision of a viable scheme for enabling security, reliability and assuring trustworthiness 
within evolving IIoT applications and processes is mandatory. In C4IIOT framework, the 
transfer of data from the edge devices to the Field Gateway and to cloud layer takes place 
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through Apache Kafka, as a message broker, offering higher tolerance in comparison to 
traditional message brokers and it can support significantly higher throughput. It is thus capable 
of handling great amounts of data and deliver them in real time to the components that require 
them. Consequently, within this task, ITML aims to enhance IIoT environment in terms of 
reliability via throughput and the large volume of data offered by Kafka. In addition, the 
authentication and authorization techniques within Kafka topics for communication between 
Smart Factory devices and Field Gateway also apply to communication between Field Gateway 
C4IIoT modules and Cloud modules, offering an extra layer of security and preventing 
unauthorized transfer of data within the framework. 
Figure 8 shows an example of a consumer, a program that requires reading data from a Kafka 
topic, in Python. The TLS protocol will prevent anyone without the correct certificates from 
receiving messages from any of the Kafka topics and will therefore prevent any unauthorised 
access to the data transmitted through them. 
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5 Security Analysis and Code Verification of Edge Nodes 
In this section we describe another form of security offered by the C4IIoT platform that enables 
code verification techniques on executables running on edge devices. Typically, binary 
executables, as the ones executing in edge devices, contain machine code specific to the 
architecture of the device’s processor. In order to analyse the binaries that will be executed in 
the edge nodes, we use the BINSEC platform. BINSEC is a platform for static analysis of binary 
codes using formal methods. It is able to analyse binaries for different hardware architectures, 
with different instruction sets. The main characteristic of BINSEC is that it operates at binary 
level, i.e. on program executables after they have been compiled from source, which is typical 
for programs written in languages like C, C++, Rust, Go, Fortran, Ada or Pascal. Typical 
examples of its usage include vulnerability discovery and analysis, reverse engineering, 
malware analysis, program verification at the binary level, or program verification in programs 
containing assembly/binary fragments. The BINSEC overview and adaptions made in C4IIoT 
are presented in more depth in deliverable D3.2 [18]. 

5.1 Case study: BACSC module 

We demonstrate the usefulness of BINSEC vulnerability analysis by setting up the analysis of 
the BACS component that we describe in Section 4.1. In particular, we concentrate our efforts 
on BACSC, which is the version of BACS implemented in C that has been developed 
specifically for the resources-constrained edge devices of the C4IIoT platform. 

5.2 Experimental setup 

For the first version of the program, there were no hints regarding the kind of bugs that could 
be found in the program, so we chose to focus on a coverage-guided verification technique 
based on symbolic execution. 
As this part of BINSEC had never been used against artificial intelligence code before, we had 
to adapt our tool and methods so as to process this code. A first adaptation was necessary 
because the autoencoder code in BACSC made heavy use of floating-point operations that are 
not supported by BINSEC. We found a work-around by compiling the code using "soft-float" 
(compiler option -msoft-fp) operations, which emulates the floats using only integer 
operations, and modifying BINSEC to detect these operations and handle these more efficiently 
(at the expense of precision of the analysis). 
Other adaptations were necessary to handle dynamic allocation and I/O (input/output) 
operations appropriately. Finally, there were also issues with string comparisons operations that 
took a long time to execute, and we provided more efficient versions to speed-up the analysis. 

5.3 Results 

By launching BINSEC on the compiled binary for BACSC, BINSEC produces several 
outputs like the following: 
[sse:error]  Assertion failed @ (0804a7e0, 1) : 
                               @assert ((@[(8<32> + esp<32>),8] != 0<64>)) 
             --- Model --- 
             # Variables 
             ebp_15 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             ebx_46 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             atof_404 : {0x0000000000000003; 64} 
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             atof_486 : {0x0000000000000003; 64} 
             atoi_242 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             atoi_323 : {0x00000005; 32} 
             edi_2573 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             esi_2576 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             atof_1342 : {0x0000000000000000; 64} 
             atof_1509 : {0x0000000000000000; 64} 
             atof_1665 : {0x0000000000000000; 64} 
             atof_1832 : {0x0000000000000000; 64} 
             atof_1988 : {0x0000000000000000; 64} 
             fopen_152 : {0x00000003; 32} 
             fopen_696 : {0x00000003; 32} 
             fopen_2149 : {0x00000103; 32} 
             fopen_2186 : {0x00000003; 32} 
             strtok_1299 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             strtok_1466 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             strtok_1622 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             strtok_1789 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             strtok_1945 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             strtok_2484 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             unknown_fp_gt_2639 : {0x00000003; 32} 
             unknown_fp_gt_2724 : {0x00000103; 32} 
             unknown_fp_gt_2809 : {0x00000003; 32} 
             unknown_fp_gt_2894 : {0x00000000; 32} 
             unknown_fp_gt_3372 : {0x00000003; 32} 
             unknown_fp_cast_3469 : {0x0000000000000000; 64} 

With 0804a7e0 corresponding to the division function: 
0804a7e0 <__divdf3>: 

Indeed, with further investigation we found out that these relate to possible division-by-zero 
errors in the BACS source code, made possible for some values of the BACS configuration. 
We also found a memory leak in the BACS source code, as the memory allocated by a getline 
function is not freed in two functions (load_config and load_weights). 

These errors can be considered as security vulnerabilities, as they could lead to denial-of-
service attacks, among others. 

5.4 Second step: patch-oriented testing 

The analysis results have been used to patch BACS code, and we are currently trying to use 
these patches as the basis of our new patch-oriented vulnerability analysis. 
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6 Testing and Evaluation Environments 
In this section we describe the testing and evaluation environments and how the different 
hardware-enabled devices are mapped in each of them.  

6.1 Smart Factory 

Hardware-enabled security at the edge nodes used in the Smart Factory use case is based on the 
IFAG’s OPTIGATM TPM2.0 in order to perform all necessary cryptographic tasks. As it is 
oriented to be used on systems with Operating Systems, it enables operations (such as remote 
attestation and secure booting) on the software that runs on the edge nodes, as well as the Linux 
kernel itself. This can be accomplished by providing a SPI interface in the edge node and with 
the necessary drivers installed. 
IFAG’s OPTIGATM TPM2.0 offers features such as protecting sensitive data in the Smart 
Factory edge nodes. In particular, cryptographic keys or secrets can be stored inside the TPM, 
where the data is protected by the TPM´s hardware from any unauthorized access or 
manipulation. Another feature of the TPM is that it can function as a starting point for 
establishing a root of trust, which allow the detection of unauthorized modifications to a 
platform´s hardware or software. 

6.2 Logistics 

In order to employ hardware-enabled security at the UNSPMF’s NB-IoT nodes that are used in 
Logistics use case, the node is designed in such a way that it uses IFAG’s OPTIGATM Trust M 
chip as turnkey solution for all crypto tasks. It is tailored for low-power embedded devices. It 
has secure storage of private keys and requires only an I2C interface and GPIO for connecting 
to node's MCU featuring simple integration in node design. Finally, communications are 
encrypted with AES128-CCM. 
IFAG’s OPTIGATM Trust M can be used for various common tasks (cloud connectivity, 
authentication, etc.). It is based on Common Criteria (CC) Certified EAL6+ (almost the highest 
level) high-end security controller enabling it to prevent physical attacks on the device itself 
and providing high assurance that the keys and data stored cannot be accessed by an 
unauthorized entity. It supports the TLS and DTLS protocols to protect against eavesdropping, 
tampering and message forgery. It has built-in tamper proof non-volatile memory of up to 10kB 
of secure storage, and features all relevant algorithms used in cryptographic applications (e.g. 
ECC 256/384, SHA-256, and RSA). 
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7 Conclusions 
In this deliverable we described the hardware security mechanisms of the edge nodes layer of 
C4IIoT. C4IIoT uses hardware-based key storage implementations to securely store keys that 
are used to support data security, device trust and compliance requirements. These hardware 
solutions are used for managing device identity, maintaining end-to-end data security and 
interfacing with standards solutions, such as PKI products. C4IIoT also enables AI-driven 
detection that is implemented at the edge, within the Behavioural Analysis and Cognitive 
Security component (BACS). In particular, BACS modules are used for both use cases – namely 
Smart Factory and Logistics -- to enable anomaly detection at the edge, as well as encrypted 
traffic analysis techniques to detect attacks and vulnerabilities. Finally, C4IIoT incorporates 
code verification techniques on the executables running on the edge devices to perform 
vulnerability discovery and analysis, reverse engineering, malware analysis, and program 
verification.  
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